**STEWARDS REPORT**

**Murray Bridge**

**Sunday 19th July 2020**

**Weather Condition:** Fine  
**Track Condition:** Good

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stewards</th>
<th>J. Evans, M. Herrmann, S. Volbrecht</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Veterinary Surgeon</td>
<td>Dr. C. Doyle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late Scratchings</td>
<td>Diamond Heart (R6) Injury 14 Days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Race 1**  **YOU. ME. 6 WEEKS. OPEN MAIDEN SERIES HEAT 1**  **395m Maiden**

- A swab sample was taken from the winner STAR JIGGS.
- HARTLAND NINGA began awkwardly. On the first turn SHADOW’S STAR and GALAXYIA MOON came together causing GALAXYIA MOON to drop back checking ALLEGRA and HARTLAND NINGA, shortly after VANILLA SKY and STAR JIGGS came together causing both greyhounds to lose ground. Along the home straight VANILLA SKY ran wide.
- Stewards noted that GALAXYIA MOON raced with a dislodged muzzle.
- GALAXYIA MOON was vetted after the race with no injury detected.
- Stewards questioned Trainer M. B. Stamenkovic regarding the racing manners of GALAXYIA MOON along the home straight. Mr. Stamenkovic was advised the greyhound’s performance would be monitored during future events.

**Race 2**  **TABCORP OPEN MAIDEN SERIES HEAT 2**  **395m Maiden**

- A swab sample was taken from the winner SPRING SCOUT.
- VIDIGUERIA went up with the lids. On the first turn SPRING EVIE moved out bumping VIDIGUERIA which moved out checking STRAIGHT BLAZE as a result. Shortly after UPRISE moved down checking SIDNEY’S STAR causing SIDNEY’S STAR to move out bumping BACK TO BOSS. Approaching the turn into the home straight STRAIGHT BLAZE ran wide. On the turn into the home straight SIDNEY’S STAR ran onto the heels of BACK TO BOSS.
- BACK TO BOSS was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

**Race 3**  **DAISH IRRIGATION AND FODDER STAKE**  **395m Grade 6**

- Shortly after the start TARRA ROCKET moved down checking ZIPPING CHROME then TARRA ROCKET continued moving down into the running line of WHEEL BURNER causing WHEEL BURNER to run onto the heels of TARRA ROCKET as a result. On the first turn WHEEL BURNER moved out checking ZIPPING CHROME. On the point of the turn UNINHABITED moved out checking GLADYS LILLIAN causing UNINHABITED to run wide. On the turn into the home straight TARRA ROCKET and UNINHABITED ran wide.

**Race 4**  **METRO ROLLER DOORS STAKE**  **395m Grade 5**

- A swab sample was taken from the winner BLACK KRUGER.
- Shortly after the start BLACK KRUGER moved out checking DANYO’S BULLY. Approaching the first turn SMART KNOCKA moved out bumping MAHI INDIAN. On the point of the turn MAHI INDIAN moved down checking SMART KNOCKA. Along the home straight INSTANTANEOUS ran wide.
- SMART KNOCKA was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 28 days.

**Race 5**  **MONTEITH MEATS STAKE**  **395m Grade 5**

- A swab sample was taken from the winner ALLINGA CHLOE.
- On the first turn and again on the turn into the home straight ZULU ZULU ran wide. There were no further racing incidents to report.
- ZULU ZULU was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 14 days.

**Race 6**  **SKY RACING MIXED STAKE**  **395m Mixed 2/3/4**

- There were no racing incidents to report.

**Race 7**  **MURRAY BRIDGE COMMUNITY CLUB STAKE**  **455m Grade 6**

- Shortly after the start OUR MANNY and FLY FOR FASHION came together and bumped. On the first turn BOBBY LAVA and EMERLEY JUDGE came together causing EMERLEY JUDGE to stumble. On the turn into the home straight DOUBLE ATTITUDE and EMERLEY JUDGE ran wide.
- EMERLEY JUDGE was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

**Race 8**  **RURAL CITY OF MURRAY BRIDGE MIXED STAKE**  **455m Mixed 4/5**

- On the point of the turn ALLINGA JESS, ALLINGA OLLIE and SILENT JACKO all bumped then shortly after MACS ROAD, BARMAH MCLAREN and PREMIER DOUBLE all bumped several times.
### Race 9  
**KURT DONSBERG PHOTOGRAPHY STAKE**  
395m  Grade 6

- A swab sample was taken from the winner PRIVATE.  
- On the first turn BOBBIE BUBLE moved out checking MAZZA’S PRINCESS. On the turn into the home straight ACKLES moved out checking MAZZA’S PRINCESS and EURO FABIO.

### Race 10  
**FOLLOW THEDOGSSA ON TWITTER STAKE**  
395m  Grade 6

- On the point of the turn PABLO’S PUP moved out checking TWO SPOT BOB. Approaching the turn into the home straight PRECONCEIVED contacted the heels of TWO SPOT BOB. On the turn into the home straight LEFEVRE LILL and FLY FOR TRI ran wide.

* Published subject to correction upon revision